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ABSTRACT 
In the present paper w  are investigating a certain point measure of a distribution function arising in a pa- 
per by Grabner et al. [Combinatorica 22(2002) 245-267]. This distribution function is defined by means 
of the subtractive Euclidean algorithm and bears a striking resemblance to the singular ?(x)-function of 
H. Minkowski. Beyond it, we will also consider a whole family of distribution functions arising in a 
natural way from the above ones. Nevertheless we will prove that all of the corresponding measures of 
the mentioned functions are mutually singular by using dynamical systems and the ergodic theorem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1904, Hermann Minkowski introduced the function ?(x) to establish a one-to- 
one correspondence b tween the quadratic irrationals in the unit interval and the 
rationals in [0, 1]. The easiest way to define ?(x) is to use Farey fractions. The 
Farey fractions of order n are defined as Un = {~ I 0 ~< b ~< a ~< n, gcd(a, b) = 1}, 
cf. Hardy and Wright [8]. These fractions can be arranged in a binary tree structure, 
the so-called Farey tree, which arises in the following process. The unit interval 
[0, 1] = [o, 1] represents the root node and is labeled with the mediant l__4_r = 1 of 0+1
the endpoints. Then [0, 1] is divided into the two intervals [o, l] and [1, 5] which 
are again labeled by the respective mediants ½ and 3 z-. Iteration of this process leads 
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Figure 1. The Farey tree, levels I 4. 
to the Farey tree and one can show that every fraction in [0, 1] arises uniquely in 
this tree. The starting levels of the Farey tree are depicted in Fig. 1. 
We start to define ?(x) by the initial values ?(o) = 0 and ?(~) = 1. Then we 
calculate ?(x) for the first mediant ~ o+l by _ -  1+1 
7(0/1)+?(1/1)  1 
?(1/2) = = - .  
2 2 
Proceeding in the same way, if ?(x) is known for all Farey fractions of level n, we 
calculate 
', (p  + pt~ = ?(p/q)+?(p,/q,) 
" \~-~1 2 
where p/q and pP/q' are consecutive Farey fractions of level n. In this way, ?(x) is 
defined for all x e Q • [0, 1] and for irrational x by continuity. In a series of papers 
Denjoy [3-5] considered the function ?(x) (and generalizations thereof) and showed 
that it is a strictly increasing, continuous and singular function that is, the derivative 
of ?(x) vanishes almost everywhere in [0, 1] with respect to Lebesgue measure. For 
an excellent treatise of the elementary properties of ?(x) see also Salem [17]. There, 
we can find the first explicit representation f ?(x) in terms of the continued fraction 
expansion ofx  = [0; al, a2 . . . .  ] = [al, a2 . . . .  ], namely 
(1) 
oo  
?(x)  = E( - - I )  k |2 -(al+a2+'''+ak-l). 
k=l 
In the same paper, Salem also gave the metric condition that for all elements x of 
the set 
S={x=[al,a2 .... ] I limsupan = ~] ,  
?/---~ OO 
for which ?t(x) exists and is finite, ?1(x) vanishes. As it is well known that the set S 
has Lebesgue measure 1, this was another proof of the singularity of ?(x). Paradis, 
Viader and Bibiloni (cf. [15] and also [14]) considered the metric properties of ?(x) 
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further and showed that if the derivative ?t(x) exists in a wide sense, then it can only 
be 0 or cx~. 
Kinney [11] showed that the associated measure d? is concentrated ona set with 
Hausdorff dimension 
'(i ) ol • ~ log2(1 + x)d? 
Tichy and Uitz [18] were able to approximate this constant c~ ~ 0.875 and also 
extended Kinney's approach to a parametrized class of singular functions related 
to ?(x). A good account of possible generalizations of ?(x) together with the 
problems that may arise can be found in the master's thesis of Uitz [19]. 
In a recent paper Grabner et al. [7] generalized earlier work of Alexander and 
Zagier [1 ] and calculated the Garsia-entropy of the infinite convolution 
b(~ dx) • b(~l 2dx) . . . .  
where b({0}) = b({l]) = ½ and ¢~ is the dominating root ofx m - -  x m- I  . . . . .  1 = O. 
The Garsia-entropy (of. Garsia [6]) is defined by 
1 l im 1 
H/~ -- l°g2 fl U--+o~ -N Z p(x)log 2 p(x), 
x~G~N 
where G% is the support of the atomic measure b(~ dx) • b(~ 2 dx) . . . .  • b(~ u dx) 
which assigns the value p(x) to a point x 6 Gfu . 
We define the sets 
Ln := {(a,b) cN  210<b<a,  gcd(a ,b )= lande(a ,b )=n]  
and 
Ln(x) := {(a,b) ~ L. I b/a < x}. 
Here, e(a, b) denotes the number of steps the subtractive Euclidean algorithm needs 
to calculate gcd(a, b), i.e., e(a, a) = 0 and e(a + b, b) = e(a, b) + 1. The generic 
binary tree structure with root node labeled (2, 1) corresponding to this algorithm 
is called the Euclidean tree. An arbitrary node (a, b) at level n of the Euclidean tree 
gives rise to the two nodes (a + b, a) and (a + b, b) at level n + 1 (cf. Fig. 2 for the 
first levels). 
Set 
Xn = ~ klog 2k and I)n+2 =9gn - 6Kn+l + Kn+2. 
(k,i)ELn 
Then, Grabner et al. [7] were able to calculate the Garsia-entropy to be 
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The coefficients v, can be written in terms of a certain explicit function f and a 
point measure F, which is defined by means of the sets L, (x) in the following way: 
1 
v.+z =3" f f(x)dF.(x) with F,(x) = 3-" ~__,....., a. 
0 (a ,b )ELn(x)  
The limit of the above distribution functions F,(x) can be shown to be 
(2) F(x) = Z 3--~al+a2+'"+am--J)(qm +qm--I), q0 = 1, 
m=[ 
where x = [al, a2 . . . .  ] and qm is the denominator of the mth convergent of x. 
The similarity of formula (2) to formula (1) for ?(x) is not surprising. By the 
striking connection between the Farey fractions in Fig. 1 and the fractions in the 
definition of L,(x) (cf. Fig. 2), the Minkowski function can be seen as the limit of 
the distribution functions 
% (x) = 2-n Z 1. 
(a ,b )ELn(x)  
This already gives rise to the central question we want to investigate in this paper. 
All the functions we will be dealing with are singular functions, which implies that 
the associated measures are singular with respect o Lebesgue measure. But one 
can pose the question whether or not the measure dF(x) and the measure d?(x) are 
mutually singular. One can go even further and generalize the construction of these 
singular functions. This leads to the distribution functions F~ (k), which for x ~ [0, 1] 
and k e N are defined by 
(3) Fn (k) (x) = ) -n  Z ak- l '  
(a ,b )¢Ln(x)  
where X = X(k) has to be properly chosen to guarantee convergence. The aim of this 
paper is to study the functions 
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F(k)(x) = l im F(nk)(X) 
I'I---~ 00 
and how the corresponding measures behave with respect to each other. 
2. ELEMENTARY CONSIDERATIONS 
A very important observation (cf. Denjoy [4]) is that ?(x) satisfies the functional 
equation 
{ 1-9E ~--z--~ for x <~ ½, 2 "\l--x! 
?(x)= l _ l ? (L~)  fo rx>l  '
where the underlying transformation T :[0, 1] ~ [0, 1] 
x forx ~< ½, 
Tx = 
~-~ forx>½,  
will play an eminent role throughout this paper and is called the Fare?/shift map 
and will be treated in more detail in Section 3. 
We begin the study of the distribution functions F(n k) by establishing a similar 
functional relation. From Grabner et al. [7] it is clear that this relation will 
also include auxiliary functions which should be represented together with the 
function Fn (k) in the vector ~6~(k)(x): 
(4) ~(k) X) (k) (k) x (k) T F~ ( := (F~,k_l(x), F~,k_2( ) . . . . .  Fn,o(X)) with 
Fn k) x X-n ,k-j( ) := " Z ak-Jb j-1 for 1 ~< j ~< k. 
(a,b)ELn(x) 
The initial distributions are 
,~0 (k)(x) = [ (0 . . . . .  0) T for x ~< ½, 
(2 k-l, 2 ~-2 . . . . .  2, 1) T for x > ½. 
By the definition of the Euclidean tree given above it is then easy to see that 
~-(n+l)  Z ak-jbJ-1 = ) - (n+l )  Z (a + b)k-Jb j-1 
(a,b)ELn+ 1 (a ,b )  ELn  
b <x  b <x  
= ) -(n+l) (a + b)k-Jb j-1 
(a,b)eLn 
b 
holds for x ~< ½, from which we deduce 
(5) F(k)l(X)--_~,-1MA. F(k)( x ) 
+ ~- -x  ' 
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of a matrix M and we write M ~> 0, if every entry of M is greater or equal to zero. 
We need 
Lemma 1. Let A1 and A2 be non-negative square matrices and we assume that 
A1 is irreducible and A2 # O. Then we have p(A1 +A2) > p(A1). 
Proof. Since irreducibility depends only on the position of the nonzero entries, it 
follows that AI + A2 is also irreducible. The Perron-Frobenius theorem therefore 
yields a strictly positive right eigenvector ~1 for A1 to the eigenvalue p(A1) 
AlZl = p(A1)~I 
as well as a strictly positive left eigenvector ~2 of A1 + A2 to the eigenvalue p(A1 + 
A2) 
~T(AI + A2) = p(A1 + A2)~2. 
Because at least one entry of A 2 is non-zero we get z2A2z 1 > 0 and thus we can 
deduce 
p(A1)~T~I < p(A1)~T~I + ~TA2zl = zT(A1 + A2)~l = ,o(A1 + A2)~T~I 
and since ~T~ 1 > 0 the statement of the lemma follows. [] 
Proposition 1. For every k ~ N we have 
X(k) < X(k + 1). 
Proof. For every k 6 N we denote by M(k) the matrix MA(k) +MB(k). The (i, j)th 
entry of M(k) is therefore k-i k-i (j-l)" Since we (j-i) + want to get a relationship between 
the dominating eigenvalue )~(k) of M(k) and )~(k + 1) of M(k + 1), we write 
Mt(k + 1) for the principal sub-matrix of M(k + 1) consisting of the first k rows 
and k columns ofM(k + 1) and the (i, j)th component ofM1(k + 1) can be written 
(k+l-i] [k+l-i'~ as , j - i  , -1- k j-1 t for 1 ~< i, j ~< k. It is easy to see that 
(M'(k + 1) - M(k))i j
=(k+l - i  - '  ( k+ l - i )k - i  
j :)+ ,) 
( k - i ) ( k - i )  
j - i -1  + j -2  >10 
for all 1 <<.i,j <.k. 
From Horn and Johnson [9, Theorem 8.1.18] we know that p(M(k + 1)) ~> 
p(M'(k + 1)) so together with Lemma 1 we get p(M'(k + 1)) > p(M(k)). [] 
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We now define G(~(x) by the initial condition G(ok)(x) = fi for x > ½ (where ~ is 
taken from (8)), G~0~)(x) = 0 for x ~< ½ and the functional relation 
. [ ~ . -1m A " 6(k)(l_--~) fo rx  ~ ½, 
(9) G~n~l(X)=|~--)~- lMB.d~k)(L~-)  fo rx  > ½. 
Then, Horn and Johnson [9, Theorem 8.5.1] also implies that 
lim t.,n+ l'~(k) (x )= lim t 6(k)n+l ~tx~ = /3(k)(x) 
?/---¢" O~ n---~ O~ 
which allows us to use (9) to derive a closed form for/3(~)(x). 
We follow Grabner et al. [7] who dealt with the special case k = 2. Making use 
of  the ideas in Salem [17] one can use (9) and the continued fraction expansion of 
the argument x = [aj, a2, a3 . . . .  ] to compute G~k~(x). For n >~ 1 we define integers 
l, r with the property al + a2 + ... + at + r = n where 0 ~< r < al+j holds. Set 
A = A(k) := ~.-IMA and B = B(k) := ~.-IMB. Then, together with (9) we get 
l 
(10) CJ(k)([al,a2 .... ]) = Z( - I )m- IAa ' - IBAa2-1B .. .Aam-l~ 
m=l  
+ (-- l ) lAa'- lBAaZ-lB"" Aat-lBArG(okl([al+ l - r, al+2 ... .  ]). 
- (k)  The last summand is non-zero if and only i fal+l -- r = 1 by definition of G o . The 
limit for n ~ e~ in (10) coincides with F(k)(x) and we therefore get 
(11) i(k)([al,a2 . . . .  ]) = Z( - I )m- IA" I - IBAa2-1B. . .Aam- lv .  
m=l 
Remark .  In the case k = 2 the matrix product can be computed explicitly to be 
AaI-IBAa2-1B. . . Aam-1 = 3--(al+a2+...+am--l) ( qm--lpm_l Pmqm __-- qm--lpm_l ) 
where Pm, qm are the numerator, respectively denominator, of  the mth convergent 
to the continued fraction [al, a2, a3 . . . .  ]. Together with ~ = (2, 1) T formula (2) 
follows. 
In the general case we cannot hope for a closed formula. We have to restrict 
ourselves to the first row of  the matrix product (which corresponds to the function 
we want to investigate): 
Lemma 2. Let the non-negative k × k matrices MA, MB be defined like above and 
ai E 1%I, then the entries of the first row of the matrix product 
l'l (m) := MAI-1MBMA 2-1M8 "" ' Mam-l"~A 
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can be written in the form 
<7 := 1)qm-x(qm --qm-1) '-1 
for l <<. j <. k. 
Proof. The main ingredient for deriving the stated formula is the following identity 
for binomial coefficients. Let a, b, c ~ N, then 
 12, (;) (:)=(a) (; :) 
holds. In all what follows, the indices i, j are always bounded by 1 ~< i, j ~< k. The k-i entries of the matrix MA are a 0 = ( j - i ) "  Thus we get 
k =~k (k_ i ) (k_£)=k(k_ i ) ( : _ : )  
£ij = - -  aieaej - -  g. --i j -- £ -- £ 
£=1 e=l  £=1 
=k(k - i  j - i  
,=1  -,) (,-~)=(~-~) k(~-~)=(~-;) 
for the general entry cij of M~. By induction, it is easy to show that for all al ~> 1 
we have 
(k - i )  (U ; l -1 ) / j  ---- __ j (a l -  1) j-i. 
k-i Multiplying this result with the matrix MB = bij = (j-a) leads us to 
(MAI-IMB)ij= k~__l (kkS~)(al-1)e-i(~-~l) 
=~1 (k - i ) (kk  i - j  ) (a l  - + 1 ~e- i  I J  
= j -1  £ j+ l  
(k - - i )  ke~l(k--i--jq-1 ) _ 1) e-i 
j - 1 = £ - i  (al 
(k - i )  k-i-j+1 
j -1  al 
If we now try to calculate the product M~I-1MBM~E-1MB we see that its (i, j)th 
component becomes 
zk (kSi)l a~-i-£+l(~ -£  a2k-g-J+l" 
~=1 
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Therefore, we cannot apply the identity (12) except in the case i = 1. This 
corresponds to the first entry F (k) of ~(k) in which we were interested from the 
beginning. From now on we fix i = 1 and resume the above computation: 
k 
--Z 
g=l 
k 
--Z 
~=1 
-1  
1 k_ f_ j+ l )a l  ~2 
-I)~-~(k-J)l • - I (~llk--g(~12k--e j+l(al(J-I)+(j-I) ) 
•=1 
-1 )  j - ,  (k - l )  j_, k-j  
1 al (ata2 + 1) k- j  =- j l qi q2 ' • 
Fire 21111ah - I  ~,! x Assume that for the (m - 2)-fold product l lh=l ~*'a l*~t~J, the entries of  the first 
I~ j- I  k-j equal to (~-I)qm-3qm-2" Then, by the same argument it follows that row are 
) qm-3qm-2 .k-e j+ l  
1 " 
(k - l )  j_, (k - l )  j - ,  k j 
= j 1 qm 2 (am lqm 2+qm--3) k j = j 1 qm 2qm l 
by the recursion formula for the qm. It remains to multiply the last result by Mare- I. 
"*~m 
) qm-2qm-I (am -- 1) j -e  
1 k- j  
= qm_l(qm_2+(am-- l)qm_l)  j l 
1 
= 1 qm 1 (qm-qm-1) j  1, 
which was the stated formula. [] 
Using the last result in Eq. (1 l) we arrive at 
(13) 
~x~ k 
F(k)(Eal,a2, a3,. .])= ~__~(__l)m-l~-(al+a2+...+am-1) ~____(rn) 
• l l l j  Uj 
m=l  j= l  
where uj are the components of  the total mass ~. 
Proposition 2. The series expansion (13) of the function F(~)(x) is convergent. 
Moreover, F (~ )(x ) is a strictly increasing, continuous and singular function. 
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Proof.  The proof of convergence uses two facts. First, for x = [a l ,  a2 . . . .  ] and qm 
the denominator of  the ruth convergent we know from Salem [ 17] that 
qm < ~ 9al+'''+am 
with q~ = (v/5 + 1)/2. 
From Callan and Prodinger [2] we learn that the unique dominant, simple 
eigenvalue of  MB is 4) k-1 and therefore by Lemma 1 we have )~(k) > 4~ k- l ,  For 
convenience, we define Sm := al +a2 +' - -+am.  The absolute value of  the summand 
in (13) can be estimated by 
k 
j=l J 1 qm-l(qm - qm-1) j - I  " vj 
=)_(Sm-1) ~-~-~ (k -  l'~ k- l  [qm- -qm- l '~  j-1 
J=, 1)qm_l  ) vj 
1 ) qm- 1 am uj 
.< ~--(Sm--1),,k--1 XVl "~ "~ urn --j- < C(k) " rsm 
with r = ~bk-1/~. < 1 and C(k)  = z2vl a > 0, from which convergence can be 
deduced. 
For the discussion of  continuity, let us first consider x to be a rational number 
r lies between [al, a2, aL, t] and rs = [aa,  a2 . . . . .  aL] with aL >/2.  The fraction s . . . .  
[al, a2 . . . . .  aL -- 1, 1, t] with t/> 2. Clearly, both rationals approach ~ for t --~ cx~. 
The difference 
IF (h> ([al, a2 . . . . .  aL  - -  1, 1, - -  F aZ . . . . .  aL, tl) l 
is quite hard to estimate from above by means of  (l 3). It is more convenient to use 
the vector/~(k) from (11) instead. Thus we have 
F(k)([al,a2 . . . . .  aL -- 1, 1 , t ] ) -  F(k)([al,a 2 . . . . .  aL,t]) 
=Aal - IB  . . .A  aL-2.  {( I -  A -  B)~ + (B 2 +AB)At - I~} -~ 6 
as t --+ cx~, since ~ is a right eigenvector of  A + 13 for the dominant eigenvalue 1 
and so the first term in braces is 0 and A t-1 approaches 0 for t ~ ~.  In the last 
equation I = I(k) denotes the k x k identity matrix. 
For an irrational x = [al, a2, ...] we can work directly with (13) to get an estimate 
IF(k)(x) -- F(k)(pL/qL)]  < C(k) r  al+'''+aL (r < 1) 
which tends to 0 because the continued fraction o fx  is infinite. 
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Figure 3. Point-plot of?(x)= F (1), F(2)(x) and F(3)(x). 
The fact that he function F(k)(x) is increasing is also due to the definition. If  
it were not strictly increasing, then there had to exist an interval 3", on which 
Ftk)(x) is constant. Then we can find an interval contained in ,7 with endpoints 
[al, a2 . . . . .  aL + 1] and [al, a2 . . . . .  aL]. From (11) we see that 
/~(k)([a,, a2 . . . . .  aL])-  /~(k)([al, a2 . . . . .  aL + 1]) 
= ( - -1)L - IA  al - IBAa2-1 --. BA aL-l (I - A)~, 
so it is clear that such an interval has nonzero measure, a contradiction. 
The singularity of  F¢~)(x) is a consequence of  the fact that the Farey shift 
map possesses only one invariant, absolutely continuous measure, namely d~, cf. 
Lagarias [13]. As we shall see in the next section, there exists an invariant measure 
for the Farey shift, which is absolutely continuous to dF (~) and therefore F(k)(x) 
must be a singular function. [] 
Remark .  We have just seen that the distribution functions of  our parametrized 
family F(k)(x) have the same basic properties as the well-studied Minkowski 
function ?(x), for which we know F(l)(x) =?(x).  The next section will pay 
attention to the related measures of  these distribution functions and their dynamical 
properties. 
3. DYNAMICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The dynamical theory of ordinary continued fractions is deeply entwined with the 
study of the Gauss map Gx = {¼}, where {y} = y - Ly] denotes the fractional 
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part of y. However, the ingredients of our previous section relate o a different 
continued fraction algorithm, the so called additive continued fraction algorithm. 
This algorithm can be best formulated as producing a continued fraction expansion 
for a number 0 ~< 0 ~< 1 using only subtractions and no divisions (cf. Lagarias [13]). 
This additive continued fraction algorithm is strongly connected with the Farey 
tree attached with the following symbolic dynamics. Remember the construction of 
the Farey tree from the beginning as a binary tree whose nodes correspond uniquely 
to nested intervals. If we label the left edges of this tree with L and the right edges 
with R, we get, for a given number 0 ~< 0 ~< 1, an L-R sequence by tracing, which 
intervals contain 0. The Farey shift map T also allows a symbolic dynamics by 
keeping track, whether the iterates of 0 ~< 0 ~< 1 under T fall into [0, ½] or (½, l]. 
This also encodes the additive continued fraction algorithm. 
The Farey map has other interesting properties. It has the unique absolutely 
continuous measure ~- and Parry [16] proved that T is ergodic with respect o 
this measure. There is yet another invariant measure for T, namely d?, the measure 
related to the Minkowski function. The ergodic properties of T and its relation to 
the Gauss map G were also studied in an important paper by Ito [10]. 
What we will be using in the rest of the paper is the encoding of an ordinary 
continued fraction x = [al, a2, a3 . . . .  ] as an element of {0, 1 }r~ in the following way: 
(14) (1,1 . . . . .  1,0,1,1 . . . . .  1,0, 1, 1 . . . . .  1,0 . . . .  ). 
a 1 --1 a2-1  a3-1  
The Farey map acts as the shift on these representations and the measure d? 
assigns equal probability ½ to the digits 0 and 1, so we have the following lemma 
(cf. Lagarias [13]): 
Lemma 3. The dynamical system ([0, 1], T, d?) is conjugate to the Bernoulli shift 
on {0, 1} r~. Therefore, the Farey shift T is ergodic with respect o d?. 
We now turn our attention to the distribution function F (k) (x). From (4) we get 
that 
-(k) x dl~,_j( ) =xJ- ldF(k)(x)  fo r j  = 1 . . . . .  k, 
where F (k) denotes the jth component of the limit fi(k) of (10). In order to k--j 
introduce an absolutely continuous measure to dF (k), which is also invariant 
r~(k) under T, we will use a linear combination of the functions r j  . We define a 
measure v(k) by v~-k)([0, t]) := ~T. ~(k)(t ) for some b ~ R k . Then 
We now use the functional equation (9) to get 
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v(k)(T -1 [0, t]) = ~T. {A./3(/0(0 + ~ - (~ - B .  F(~)(t)) } 
= ~T. (A + B)- IF(k) (t), 
from which we see that /~ has to be a left Perron eigenvector of the matrix 
A + B to the Perron eigenvalue 1. For future purposes we will use the unique left 
Perron eigenvector ~T with the property tbT~ = 1 with ~ taken from (8), so that 
v(k)([0, 1]) = 1 for all k 6 N. 
With this new T-invariant measure v (k) in hand, we now want to investigate the 
dynamical system ([0, ! ], T, v(k)). To be precise, we want to establish the following 
theorem: 
Theorem 1. The dynamical system (10, 11, T, v (k)) is ergodic. 
For the proof of  this theorem, we have to engage very strongly the matrix 
structure of the closed form of/3(k): 
/~(k)(lal,a2 . . . .  ]) = Z( - I )m- IA 'q - IBA"2- 'B . . .A , ,m- l~.  
m= [ 
Let l(al . . . . .  am) be the set of  all x ~ [0, 11 whose ordinary continued fraction 
expansion begins with al . . . . .  am. if m is odd, respectively even, these numbers 
are contained in an interval with rational endpoints 
( [a  I . . . . .  a m + 1], [al . . . . .  am]], 
respectively [[al . . . . .  am], [at . . . . .  am + 1]).  
The measure v(k)(l(aj . . . . .  am)) can be determined to be 
t~TAat-I BAa2 lB . . .  Aam-I (I - A)~. 
We now dwell upon the above introduced correspondence (14) between [0, 1] and 
{0, 1} r~. The intervals of the form l (al  . . . . .  am)  Q [0, l] give rise to cylinder sets 
(15) C(E 1 . . . . .  EN) = {o9 C {0, 1} 1~ I 
co= (1, l . . . . . .  1,0 . . . . .  0, 1, 1 . . . . .  1, OgN+I, O9N+2 . . . .  )}, 
a 1 --1 am--I 
with cou+e E {0, 1} and g ~> 1. I f  we assign the matrix A to the digit 1 and the 
matrix B to the digit 0, we can define a matrix-valued measure # on these cylinder 
sets by 
(16) #t(C(el . . . . .  6N)) = AaI-1BAa2-1B--"  Aam-lD 
where D = D(k) is the k x k rank 1 matrix 
D := ((I - A)~ . . . . .  (I - A)~) with ~ = liVllll~. 
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The matrix D is needed for two reasons. On the one hand, if we check the condition 
of a-additivity of the measure/z for the embedding of sets of the form 
oo 
I (al, . . . ,  am) = U l (al . . . . .  am, j ) ,  
j= l  
we end up with 
Aa ' - lB""  Aam-lB Z Aj "D = Aal- IB ... Aam-lB(I - A) -1 • D 
j= l  
---- Aa] - IB" 'A  am-1 • D 
and thus B(I - A)- ID = D. This last equation is valid because the definition of D 
involves the right Perron eigenvector g of the matrix A + B to the dominating 
eigenvalue 1. 
The normalization condition with l{ v II 1 is due to the fact that the matrix measure 
of {0, 1 }r~ must be an idempotent matrix: 
#({0, I} N) = EAJD= ( I -A ) - 'D= (~ . . . . .  ~) =:U  
j= l  
and we easily see that U 2 = U. 
The idea is now, to copy the proof of the ergodicity of the Bernoulli shift with 
the measure (16) (instead of assigning to both digits the probability ½). This leads 
to the following 
Lemma 4. For every set S C {0, 1} N with T -1S = S, the matrix measure # satisfies 
the matrix equality 
#(s)  = tz(s) 2. 
Proof. By .4 we will denote the algebra of all finite unions of cylinder sets (15) and 
let/3 be the a-algebra of all subsets in {0, 1} r~. For S E/3 with T-1S  = S and e > 0 
we choose Q 6 .4 with {J#II(SAQ) < s. Here by [1 • II we understand the oo-norm 
II" I[oo This implies 
because we are just dealing with matrices with positive entries. We then choose an 
index no 6 N large enough, such that P := T -n0 Q and Q depend upon different 
coordinates (with respect o their representation i  {0, 1}r~). Thus #(P  C] Q) = 
p.(Q)2 and 
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ILuILIl~a~a)ll =k  vl II~(s~a)[I 
II~lll 
< - -C~ 
1)k 
where the last equation is due to the definition of A + B. Since SA(Q n P) C 
(SAQ) U (SAP)  we have 
II~(s) - ~,<Q n P)II < [ I~(SA(Q n P))II < ~(k> 
and thus for arbitrary e we have 
I[~(s) - ~(s)211 ~< I I~(s)-  ~(Q ~ P)II + II~(Q n P) - ~(s)2ll 
< ~(k> + II~(QF - ~(s)21l 
-- z( , ) ,  + II~(Q)(~(Q) - ~<s)) + (~(Q) - ~(s)><s)l l  
~< ~(k> + II~(Q)II I I~(Q)- ~(s)ll 
+ I l l 'Q ) -  ~,(s)ll- II~(s)l[ 
< Z(k)~ + 2(Z(~) - 1)~ = (3Z(k) - 2)~, 
which implies/L(S) =/z(S)  2 for every invariant set S. [] 
The next result concerns the possible matrices that arise as values of  # and 
simultaneously satisfy the equation of Lemma 4. 
Lemma 5. The only possible values of lz satisfying the matrix equation 
X=X 2 
are the zero-matrix 0 and the matrix U. 
Proof. Assume that we have a T-invariant set S with /L(S) ~ {0, U}. Because of 
the definition of/~ and the fact that a set S is approximated by cylinder sets, the 
matrix tt(S) will be of the form 
tt(S) = (~' . . . . .  ~) 
with ~ = (sl . . . . .  sk) and all Si > 0 for i = 1 . . . . .  k. This matrix/L(S) can be written 
as the scalar product ~. i T, where 1 denotes the k-dimensional vector with all entries 
equal to 1. I f  we assume the equation/~(S) = #(S) 2 to hold, we get 
and we conclude that k Zi=I  Si = 1. Since we assumed tL(S) # U, we must have 
0 <<. si <~ ui for i = 1 . . . . .  k and strict inequality for at least one index i0. But since 
Y~k_ 1 Ui = 1 holds by definition, the same equation cannot hold for ~. [] 
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Proof of Theorem 1. The matrix-measure # corresponds to the probability- 
measure v~k~ for the respective cylinder sets by multiplying/t from right with the 
vector (11 v II1,0 . . . . .  0) T and from left with the vector t~ T. We can now use Lemma 5 
to get the following statement: 
For every T-invariant set S from the Borel-tr-algebra of the subsets of [0, 1], 
v (k) (S) must be either 0 or 1 and therefore, v (k) is ergodic with respect to T. [] 
4, A FAMILY OF MUTUALLY SINGULAR MEASURES 
We have seen in the previous section that the Farey shift map is an ergodic 
transformation with respect o all measures from our family v (k). The Birkhoff 
ergodic theorem (cf. Walters [20]) states that for every f E L 1 (v (k)) the equation 
(17) 
1 
f lim f (Tnx)  = f dv (k) 
n=l  0 
holds v(k)-almost everywhere for k = 1, 2 . . . . .  
For any two members of the family {v (~) I k = 1, 2 . . . .  }, there are only two 
possibilities that (17) can hold simultaneously: Either the two measures are identical 
or they are mutually singular. This means we are left with the task to show that any 
two members of our family of probability measures are not identical. We will do 
this by using once more linear algebra. 
Theorem 2. The measures from the family {v (k) [k = 1, 2 . . . .  } are mutually 
singular 
Proof. Let kl and k2 be two positive integers with ki < k2 and we assume that the 
measures v (kl) and v (k2~ coincide. For r E {1, 2} we denote by G the unique right 
Perron eigenvectors corresponding to v (kr) which are defined in (8) and by &r the 
associated left eigenvectors obeying the condition "T ~ 1. tO r Vr
Then the measures of sets of the form [0, 1] have to be the same for all £ ~> 1. If 
Ar is the matrix with entries ) . (k r )  -1  (kr - i ]  , j - i , for 1 ~ i, j ~ kt and r c { 1, 2}, then the 
previous tatement corresponds to
(18) t~TA~ 1 .-7. TAe ~ for all/~ ~> 1 = w 21-12 v2 
Collecting terms on the left-hand side and considering the products of the entries 
of t~l, Vl, respectively t~2, V2 as  variables, then, for every £ >/1, (18) corresponds 
to a row of a homogeneous system of linear equations. 
The entries of the matrix powers A~ can easily be computed by the same means 
as in Lemma 2 to be 
(19) X(kr)el (~- i )  i forrE{1,2}.  
To be more precise, the number of variables of this system is k 2 + k22 and 
the number of equations can be made arbitrary large since we assumed that the 
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measures v(~1) and v (~1~ coincide. The coefficients in the system matrix above are 
the entries of the matrix power A~ together with all of the entries of the matrix 
power A e multiplied by -1 .  Since the matrix powers Aer are triangular matrices, 
there are a lot of zero columns. In the Gauss elimination process applied to the first 
column, one multiplies the first row by -)~(kl)-P- l  and adds it to the pth row. Our 
claim is that for large enough p, the resulting row has only entries which are >~ 0 
and at least one which is > 0. 
For the first k~ columns this statement is clear, since by (19) we get an entry of 
the form 
1 kj - i  • . 1 15  
X(kl)p j - -  i p j - t  X(kl) 1' . 
which is/> 0 since p c N. 
For the remaining columns (corresponding to v (k2~) we derive an entry of the 
form 
' ( k2 - i~  • • 1 )~(k l ) (k2 - i )  
~.(k2)P \ j - i / pJ ' + Z(kl)~P ~.(k2) \ j - i 
\ j - i ] )~(k/)P )~(k2) ~ P J -  " 
The condition that the value in the brace is > 0 is equivalent to claim 
).(kl) / > PJ-'" 
Since we assumed k2 > kl we have by Proposition 1 that )~(k2) > )~(kt). Thus, for p 
large enough, the last inequality will be satisfied, which proves the claim. 
For a possible solution of the constructed homogeneous system, the above result 
implies that some variables would have to attain values smaller or equal to zero. But 
this is impossible since the variables of the system were the products of components 
of Perron vectors and thus have to be strictly positive by definition. Therefore, the 
assumption that the measures are identical eads to a contradiction. [] 
Corollary 1. The measures associated to the distribution functions 
? = F (1) , F (2) . . . . .  F (k) . . . .  for k E 1~ 
are mutually singular. 
Remark.  Finally, we want to mention that in an unpublished work, Lagarias [12] 
considered among other things a question which is related to our functions F, (k). 
Namely, he was interested in the random variable dn drawn uniformly from the 
2 n-1 denominators appearing on the nth level of the Farey tree, or equivalently, the 
Euclidean tree. He then computed the expectation E(d~) to be 
3 )  n-1 
E(dn) = 2 
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as well as the second moment of d~ 
E(d2) -- 3 + x/-i-ff {5 + ~q- f f ]n -14~/ ] f f  ~, 4 / 3 - ~/]-ff(5 -4~Tff) n - 1 4 ~ / ~  
by solving linear ecurrences. 
We note that the calculation of the moments of dn is the same as evaluating the 
-~k recurrence for/3~ ~ (1). The dominant eigenvalue )~(k) in the case k = 2, respectively 
k = 3, is 3, respectively (5 + ~/]7)/2. 
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